LOAD-ALL II PRIMER FEED
INSTRUCTIONS

1 LOAD-ALL II PRIMER FEED The primer feed greatly speeds reloading as primers need not be handled individually. The press must be unmounted from your bench. Replace the priming mechanism with the primer feed. Attach with #8 x 1/4" flathead screw. DO NOT TIGHTEN SCREW. The screw must be 1/4 turn loose for proper functioning.

2 FILL THE PRIMER FEED USE ONLY PRIMERS WITH A COVERED FLASH HOLE. Remove the primer tray from the trough. Slide the cover off and place 50 primers in the tray directly from the primer box. Never more than 50 primers or it will not work properly.

3 SLIDE THE COVER ON (CONTINUED ON OPPOSITE SIDE)

PROPER USE OF THE PRIMER FEED

1 CAUTION To reduce the chance of mass primer explosion, use only primers with a covered flash hole.

2 TO FEED A PRIMER: place your finger under the primer trough and against the Load-All II base. Lift sharply and the primers will move forward, pushing the end one onto the priming post.

3 IF THE PRIMERS do not slide freely down the trough, use your thumb to gently stroke upward on the primer ends. You may find that some brands feed better. Federal primers work best.

4 IF PRIMERS do not slide freely with just a gentle touch, it is most likely due to dirt or grit in the trough. Take the time to clean it rather than force the primers, which will damage the trough.

5 NATURAL MOVEMENT of the primer feed will usually keep the trough full. Otherwise, a few light taps on the side of the trough will help the primers move from the tray to the trough.